Introduction
Continuous plates and plates with intermediate stiffeners are very common in many engineering fields such as aerospace industries, civil engineering and marine engineering. Exact solutions of such plates are available only for some boundary conditions. For example, if two opposite sided are simply supported and the other sides may be any combinations of elastic, clamped and free, a Levy-type solution can be obtained for rigid stiffners [1] .
In general, a numerical approach or an approximate method must be employed to find the natural frequencies and the mode shapes for different combinations of the boundary conditions. The vibration of plates with intermediate support attracts many researchers.
Xiang and Liew [1] presented an exact (Levy-type) solution for multi-span rectangular mindlin plates with two opposite edges simply supported. Abrate and Foster [2] used Rayleigh-Ritz method to investigate the free vibrations of rectangular composite plates with arbitrary number of intermediate line supports. Cheung and Zhou [3] used Rayleigh-Ritz method to study vibrations of symmetric laminated rectangular plates with intermediate supports. Liew and Wang [4] studied vibration of skew plates with internal line support using the pb-2 Rayleigh-Ritz method. Cheung and Zhou [5] used a set of static beam functions to analyze the vibration of orthotropic rectangular plates with intermediate elastic support. Xiang et al. [6] reported free vibration behavior of laminated seven composite plates based on the th order shear deformation theory and this theory satisfies the zero transverse shear stress boundary conditions. Thai and Kim [7] examined the free vibration responses of laminated composite plates using two variables refined plate theory. Ovesy and Fazilati [8] employed the third order shear deformation theory for buckling and free vibration finite strip analysis of composite plates with cutout based on two different modeling approaches (semi-analytical and spline method). Dozio [9] presented accurate upper-bound solutions for free in-plane vibrations of single-layer and symmetrically laminated rectangular composite plates with an arbitrary combination of clamped and free boundary conditions. He used Rayleigh-Ritz method to calculate in-plane natural frequencies and modes shapes with a simple, stable and computationally efficient set of trigonometric functions. Asadi et al. [10] investigated the vibration analysis of axially moving functionally graded plates with internal line supports and temperaturedependent properties using harmonic differential quadrature method. They studied plate vibration which was subjected to static in-plane forces while out-of-plane loading was dynamic. Al-Tabey [11] presented the finite strip transition matrix technique (FSTM) and semi-analytical method to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes of symmetric angle-ply Graphite/Epoxy laminated composite variable thickness rectangular plate with classical boundary conditions (SSFF). Thinh et al. [12] examined the bending and vibration analysis of multi-folding laminate composite plate using finite element method based on the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT). They investigated the effect of folding angle on deflections, natural frequencies and transient displacement response for different boundary conditions of the plate. Ducceschi [13] studied the nonlinear vibrations of thin rectangular plates by developing of a numerical code able to simulate without restrictions. He described the large spectrum of dynamical features by the von Kármán equations. Yadav et al. [14] presented the free vibration analysis of stiffened isotropic plate by means of finite element method. They studied the effect of different boundary conditions, stiffeners location, thickness ratio, stiffener thickness to plate thickness and aspect ratio on the vibration analysis of stiffened isotropic plate, and calculated natural frequencies using Block-Lanczos algorithm. Küçükrendeci and Morgül [15] investigated the effects of elastic boundary conditions on the linear free vibrations. They found that frequency parameters increase when boron/epoxy used.
Semi-analytical methods are welcomed in the literature as an alternative to the exact solution. In this paper a semi-analytical method, the finite strips transition matrix (FSTM) method [16] has been employed to investigate the free vibration of basalt fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminated variable thickness rectangular plates with intermediate elastic support as shown in Fig. 1 . A new treatment of the elastic intermediate boundary conditions using a singular values decomposition algorithm is introduced in this paper. Four different classical boundary conditions are considered in the analysis with different elastic restraint coefficients ( ) for intermediate elastic support to obtain the first six frequency parameters, some new data which can serve as the benchmark for further research are presented in this work.
Theory and formulation

Governing equations
The partial differential equation governing the vibration of symmetrically, angle-ply laminated, variable thickness, rectangular plates under the assumption of the classical deformation theory in terms of the plate deflection ( , , ) is given by [17] :
Or in contraction form:
where: = ℎ , the flexural rigidities of the plate are given by:
where ℎ is the distance from the middle-plane of the plate according to ℎ to the bottom of the ℎ layer as shown in Fig. 1 . And are the plane stress transformed reduced stiffness coefficients of the lamina in the laminate cartesian coordinate system. They are related to reduce stiffness coefficients of the lamina in the material axes of lamina by proper coordinate relationships they can be expressed in terms of the engineering notations as:
where: , are the longitudinal and transverse Young's moduli parallel and perpendicular to the fiber orientation, respectively and is the plane shear modulus of elasticity, and are the Poisson coefficients. The substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and after some derivation steps [18] , the governing Partial differential equation can be written in form:
The equation of motion Eq. (5) can be normalized using the non-Dimensional variables and as follows:
where = ⁄ is the aspect ratio, and:
Boundary conditions
In this paper, the boundary conditions along the -direction and -direction are considered by any combinations of the classical boundary conditions such as simply supported, clamped, or free. For the purpose of clarity, the symbol SFSC for example, means a plate having simply supported, free, simply supported and clamped edges at the boundaries, = 0, = , = , and = 0, respectively (start anticlockwise from the left edge of the plate). In the numerical computations, four different classical boundary conditions are considered in the analysis SSSS, CCCC, SSFF and CCFF as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Clamped supported edges:
Free edges:
Intermediate elastic line support
Since the treatment of the intermediate elastic line support conditions are the main objective of this paper we presented it in more details. At the intermediate elastic line support, = 2 ⁄ , the displacement must vanish and the moment must be continuous, i.e.:
where: is the elastic restraint coefficient given by: = ⁄ ⁄ , is translational stiffness per unit length, = ( + 4 ) ⁄ .
Finite strip transition matrix (FSTM) method
The method is made when such a shape function is not conveniently obtained in case of discussing the plate problems by series. The plate may be divided into discrete longitudinal strips spanning between supports as shown in Fig. 3 . Simple basic displacement interpolation functions may then be used to represent displacement field within and between individual strips.
For a plate striped in the -direction as shown in Fig. 3 , the shape function ( , , ) may be assumed in the form:
where: ( ) is unknown function to be determined and ( ) is chosen a priori, the basic function in -direction. The most commonly used is the Eigen function obtained from the solution of the differential equation of a beam vibration under the prescribed conditions of the stripe at = 0 and = 1. By substituting of Eq. (13) into Eq. (6), multiplying both sides by ( ) and after some derivatives, we can find:
where:
.
Fig. 3. Finite strip simulation on plate
From the beam Eigen function orthogonality, = = 0 for ≠ , this agree for all types of boundary conditions except for plates having free edges in the -direction. The governing differential Eq. (14) can be written in form:
and [ ] = × unit matrix. A system of coupled fourth order equations are obtained which can be reduced to a system of first order differential equation: 
The relation under which the continuity conditions between the striped plates are satisfied may be expressed as:
where 
where are arbitrary constants, these constants can be determined by satisfying 2 -number of boundary conditions at = 1/2 in Eqs. (10) and (12) of the intermediate elastic line support. And the matrix [ ] forms a standard eigenvalue problem. The natural frequencies of the system can be obtained from the conditions that the detainment of the must vanish. An iteration algorithm is implemented to compute the natural frequency of the system and hence the constants , = 1, 2, 3,…, 2 .
Results and discussion
In this section, the finite strip transition matrix (FSTM) approach is employed to investigate the free vibration of symmetrically laminated, angle-ply, variable thickness rectangular plates with intermediate elastic support in one direction with different elastic restraint coefficient ( ). The basalt FRP laminate composite plate was manufactured using five symmetrically, angle-ply, laminates with the fiber orientations [45°/-45°/45°/-45°/45°] of basalt fiber and a polymer resin matrix. The corresponding elastic modulus values were = 96.74 GPa, = = 22.55 GPa, and the Shear modulus values were = = 10.64 GPa, = 8.73 GPa. Poisson coefficients were = = 0.3, = 0.6 and the density was 2700 kg/m 3 . The frequency parameter Ω is evaluated in non-dimensional form, expressed as:
The plate with linear variable thickness, ℎ( ) is used (see Appendix) in non-dimensional form:
where: Δ is the tapered ratio of plate given by Δ = (ℎ − ℎ ) ℎ ⁄ , (ℎ ) is the thickness of the plate at = 0 and (ℎ ) is the thickness of the plate at = 1.
Convergence study and accuracy
In this subsection, a convergence investigation is carried out for the proposed method, first six frequencies are calculated and compared with available results in literatures. Table 1 presents a convergence and comparison study for isotropic, square ( = 1.0), uniform thickness (Δ = 0) plates with a mid-line support in each direction, the plate material has mechanical properties of
In this study the non-dimensional frequency parameter Ω become Ω = ( ℎ ⁄ ) ⁄ . Two different classical boundary conditions are considered in the computational SSSS and CCCC. The computational results which are compared with values available from literatures [5, [19] [20] [21] . A very close agreement is observed. Table 2 presented a convergence and comparison study for fully simply supported (SSSS) and fully clamped (CCCC) square ( = 1.0), uniform thickness (Δ = 0) plates with elastic foundation support. The elastic coefficient is taken equal to 500, 1390.2 for SSSS and CCCC respectively. The plates are manufactured from E-glass/ epoxy material with the following properties are = =0.23, = ℎ [12(1 − )] ⁄ , = (1 − ) 2 ⁄ . In this study the non-dimensional frequency parameter Ω become Ω = ( ℎ ⁄ ) ⁄ and foundation elastic restraint coefficient is given by = ⁄ . From Table 2 it can be observed that the computational results are in an excellent agreement with exact frequency parameters presented in References [22, 23] and stable and fast convergence can be achieved with only a few terms of series solution ( = 3 to 7). This validates the precision of the semi-analytical finite strip transition matrix (FSTM) technique. 
Laminated variable thickness plate with intermediate elastic line support
The results from the numerical computations using FSTM approach will be discussed here. Table 3 After the value of increases from 50 onwards, the non-dimensional frequencies parameter are fast raised till value of reached 10 value of Non-dimensional frequencies parameter. 
Conclusions
The work reported in this paper employs an efficient semi-analytical method for analysing the free vibration of thin basalt fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminated variable thickness rectangular plates with intermediate elastic support. A singular value decomposition algorithm has been employed to treat the intermediate support and reduce the dependence of the solutions at the intermediate elastic support. It is observed that the first six frequencies increase with increasing values of elastic restraint coefficient ( ) of intermediate elastic support, and the rate of increasing is different. It was found that the increasing rates of frequencies with a small elastic restraint coefficient ( ) are higher than the increasing rates of frequencies with highest one, and the frequencies at high values of elastic restraint coefficient are almost constant. On other hand, it observed that the frequencies values were influenced with change of the plate edges support between four different support conditions, for all first six frequencies are showing higher and lower value at fully clamped (CCCC) and semi-simply supported (SSFF) condition, respectively, the other two boundary conditions (SSSS and CCFF) are showing an intermediate value. Accuracy and convergence of solution was examined by comparing the numerical results obtained by the present method with those previously published. The results are in excellent agreement with results from the literature.
